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A Traverse of the Kishtwar Himalaya
AlanHunt

'Ne spoke to many people before we left Britain, asked all the usual questions, read
all the articles plus a few reports, pored owr a variety ofmaps, but never really took
much notice of the comment 'you might have trouble crossing the river'. We should
have done! The only time the outcome of the trip seemed to be getting out of hand
was within sight of the mountain road that now links Kargil with Padam and where
we would be able to catch a truck to relative civilisation. Three times we tried in
traditional rugby scrum style, three times we failed as one or other of the two girls
was lifted off her feet by the force of the ice cold waters of the Doda River.

TheJapanese map showed the track coming down from the Hagshu La crossing
the river just above the settlement of Abring at about 3685m. We never found that
crossing point; it was a day's march later and with the help ofa barefoot Zaskari, his
two ponies and with some trepidation, that we finally reached the far bank.
Subsequently we came across more stories of attempts to cross the river, with
varying degrees ofsuccess, failure and/or terror.

Sixteen days previously we had left the road head at Galhar, two hours by bus
from Kishtwar, and followed the well-trodden trading route up the gorge of the
Chenab River through Atole to Machail at 2957m. The usual route used by locals
and occasional trekkers to Zaskar carries on from here via the Umasi La 5330 to
Padam, but we were after branching off up the Barnaj Nala and crossing the
Chobani La, first noted by Lindsay Griffin and mentioned in AJ85 (1980) p223 in
Asia Notes. We also had plans to climb a peak on the way. There were four of us,
Dave and Sue Walsh, my wife Fiona, and myself, and we would be carrying all
our own gear for the trip once we left the summer pastures of the Barnaj Nala.
This included food and fuel for about twenty days and minimal climbing gear. It
had taken four days from the Kishtwar road head to Machail and we had used
mules to carry everything so far. We reckoned we owed it to ourselves in view of
the loads to be carried over the range without help.

It took about nine hours from our camp at 4320m,just off the glacier at the head
of the Barnaj Nala, to the Chobani La at 5230, and it needed two journeys to get all
our food and gear up to this point. The weather was fairly settled with only one bad
day so far, and a definite pattern offine mornings with cloudy afternoons and some
snow showers. The glacier approach to the pass was reasonably straightforward
except for some barely bridged crevasses in the upper section. From the camp at the
Chobani La we had a fine view of the mountain we wished to climb, plus the other
one in front of it that should not have been there according to our map! We could
also see the glacier, stretching away into distant Zaskar, that was to be our exit
route. On the approach up the Chenab we had noticed how the side valleys of the
gorge had invariably dropped abruptly into the main valley and pondered on the
difficulties of descending these steep, often craggy and difficult slopes. Would the
descent into the Doda river prove as difficult? A contour map would have answered
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this question for us, but this was not available. As far as we knew the glacier we
could see had not been explored by mountaineers and it could finish in just such
difficult and dangerous terrain. No good worrying about that just now, we had
reached the col and could see the route from here on.

We managed to carry everything in one go from here to a camp on the lower
glacier and then shifted some food and gear through a tricky ice-fall to a higher
camp at 5490m below the unclimbed peak. Our map showed a peak of 6225m
hereabouts but further west; we reckoned this was the peak shown on the map,
there being nothing of that sort ofaltitude to the west until the Sickle Moon massif
was reached.

Our first attempt to climb the peak failed. The W ridge proved to be very long
and involved some very loose-rock, so we decided to shorten the rou te by climbing
up the S face to a level section ofthe ridge below the final summit steepening. This
proved to be a fairly straightforward route, ~ith the last rope lengths to the ridge at
5900m up a steepish ice slope that was really a series of icy mantleshelves. From
here on the ridge was either knife-edged or badly corniced with two steepish
sections on ice. Conventional tools 'would have made easy work of these sections:
one axe made it exciting and tiring. We moved together for this last 300m or so,
each accepting the risk and consequences of a fall by one of the others, but not
really believing it could happen. The summit, at 6240m, was a broad snow
platform reached by a short steep rocky section, and we arrived at about four in
the afternoon. The weather had held fair all day; apart from a few clouds over the
Brammah group the sky was clear (or many miles and the peaks of the Karakoram
were visible to the north. To the south the Himalayas stretched to the horizon. The
descent took the rest of the day's light plus someofthe evening as well, but proved
to be trouble free. The route had been about Alpine AD/D grade and just about the
level of difficulty our meagre equipment allowed. We had no ice pegs, rock pegs,
dead men, just a sling each, some prussik loops, an ice axe and 40m of7mm rope (or
each pair. .

Four days later and we were at the river crossing, and then it snowed con
tinuously for three days!
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